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‘1 Sidney: M. Bronx, assignor, ‘by. 
mesne assignments, to Rudolf J’pl‘auber, Brook 

Application 

. , This-invention relates to abook» binding I nia- I 
, jchine, especially ‘adapted -,for :use; the; spiral 
book binding industry. ‘ ' ‘ 

, Presently known machines; used forrthegspiral 
binding of bookshaveproved tobe unsatisfactory 
when‘ plastic bindings-were_desired. gwire bind 

_ vvings possess an, inherent rigidity whichbnables 
‘ themctolbe drivenqthroughpthe perforations in a 
sheaf of papers; despite irregularities inlthe regis 
ter of the said‘ perforations. Plasticbinding, 
however, tends to wander‘ out of the holes be 
cause of the extreme flexibility of thermaterial. 

i . It has thus beenfound necessary to orient the 
, perforations in the‘sheaf so thatvthe- path there 
through corresponds jtoythe portion of the spiral 

T .binding which‘ will» pass ,through it. The ‘sheaf 
a of pages must then “be held-in this position until 

. the binding operation is completed. 
Another difficulty which .has been encountered 

_ in, usingplastic bindingsis the tendencycof, vthev 
plasticto wanderout of ;its spiralvpath as it is 

. "being driven througljrjthebooka “This character 
istic of plastic bindings is, ampli?ed ifthemeans 
used for driving the plastic through the perfora 

,- Accordingly, the objectof this invention iszto 
provide a binding machineandga method which 

a will overcome- the aboveand ,othervobjections,‘ and 
_ perform successfully when plastic bindings, are 
desired. _; ; . _ . ,; 1 

H Another object of this invention is to provide 
,an inexpensive binding machine- capablervof 

I handling a ‘wide variety of binding sizes; .. 
‘A further object‘of this invention ,is ;_to in 

iigcrease the rate of spiral vbinding by. decreasing 
the number of operations required. ; ‘j ,, . ‘A feature of this invention isits novel‘pilot 

. 'bar construction for guiding the plastic bindings. 
H A_ further featureof this invention is the pro 
_;vision of retractable hooks toprient theb-inding 
perforations. j 4 

v A feature of this invention is theiclamping 
-meansf0'r.ho1dingthe sheaf untilbound... .. ._ 

A further, feature of this inventionis thereon 
‘ structionof the iguidingihcomb for maintaining 
the path of the binding material. k , v a 

The invention consists of,,the ‘construction, 
Ccombination and arrangement-of parts?as-here 
., in illustrated, I describedv and claimed. 

’ The accompanyingdrawings, forminga part 
hereof; illustrate oyneyform of embodiment. of the 

, invention; in which drawings similar‘reference 
characters designateicorresponding parts,‘ and in 
‘which; ' ' - ' 

_. , i1 iszaffront eievational newt: bind-t 
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. ‘machine. according 
the clamping means-shown in a somewhat ele 

fgjctober 23, "194-8, sci-faint. 56,143 I ~ : 
":.2'o1aims. (oLn-i)‘ " 

TF2 . 
to’ this invention with 

vated :position for 
drawing. . 

the .purposeof clarifying the 

. Figure 2 is, View sideelevation of thebind 
., ingmachine, taken from the right hand sideof 

' Figure 1- ‘ ’ ' - 

, forthev sake of clarity; 

_ of Figure 4. 

Figure 3 is a viewin perspective, somewhat en 
' larged, of thehook retracting mechanism oflthe 
‘bindery-with‘ several parts shown in‘ dashed lines 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary 'view somewhat en 
larged, showingithe bindingdrivemechanism, ac 
cording to this invention. , ~ .;. .Y .7 

- Figure 5 isasectional view taken on line 5-—5 

‘ Figure 6 is a fragmentary top plan view,.'_some 
what enlargedfof thev pilot bar construction, 

20 

Figure 7 is a fragmentaryview, somewhatgen 
larged, ofthe, hook mechanism, vaccording to this 
invention. ‘_ . ‘1. h a 

_- Figure 8 is ‘a- fragmentary view onvithelscale 
‘shown inFi'gure'fLshowing thehook mechanis 
in the retracted position. ' 

~ ‘A Figure 9 is a fragmentary vertical section some 
-what enlargedLtakenronline 97-9 of Figure ‘2. 
. Figure 10 is a fragmentary view infront eleva 

Ivltion of a boundboohaccording to this invention. 
,; '_ ‘ Referring to, the drawings, andparticularl-y. to 

30 ‘Figure 1,- l I indicates a ‘support table to the-top 
, of whichare secured ‘two spaced upright mem 
. ;bers_;l_2,- l3, forming aframe for the machine. A 
rotatableibar l4 is‘carried at each end thereof 

Qby the upright members 12, I3 at a :point spaced 
Qfrom the top of the said upright members 12, l3. 

s The bar ‘l4 supports av clamping device 15,.here 
.liinafter more fully described. The left hand end 
;;Hof_ the bar l4 carries alcrank ‘arm, IB- attached 

theret_o.:_.~'1‘his arm nl?servies to. prevent thelon 
V540; gitudinal,_~rnovement of the bar 14 and. also op 

‘.»-;'_erates,~_ingconiunctionhwith a spring I‘l, toma-in 
.tain the clamping-device ineither the opened -_or 

' closed position. The positionvof the arm l?upon 
"the bar. I4 is such vthat when the‘clamping» de 
The ‘l5 is brought down the arm l6...m0ves Past 
':the vertical position and the coil spring-i1 is en 
abled to pull it down, thereby tighteningthe 

I hold of theziclamping device ‘I 5. When the clamp 
,ing device i5 is raised... it rotatesthearmpleto a 

‘50 lcausing__.the_. spring ;_l‘! to vhold the said clamping 
:devicain anop'en pQsition-- The \pressure of the 
;clam.pin,g, device [15.15 further increased when in 

‘point ‘past the vertical the opposite “direction, 

; theclosed. positionaby; a: linkage l8 secured to the 
llrightihand end .oftthe bar‘ 14. .--.said linkage 1871s 
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the hold-down clamping device I 5 against the 
book 62. 
The operation of the binding machine can be 

followed from the foregoing description. The 
motor 28 is started. With the hooks 3|, 32 in the 
extended position shown in Figure 7, the operator 
places a sheaf of pages to be bound so that the 
holes thereof are engaged thereon. -A length of 
binding material such as a helical plastic strip M) 
is next slipped upon the pilot bar and given a 
slight start in the groove 55. The clamping de 
vice IE is then brought down manually, or by 
some suitable linkage associated with the treadle, 
until it bears against the top of the book 42. The 
spring 17 and the arm 16 co-operate to hold the 
book 62 between the two combs 35, 52. 
The foot treadle is then depressed, causing the 

hook bar 215 to rotate and withdraw the hooks 
35-32 from the holes 41 of the book 42. This 
action also tightens the hold of the clamping de 
vice l5, as previously described. As the treadle 
is carried down further, the blocks 2!, 22 are 
caused to rotate, thereby bringing the revolving 
roller 26 into contact with the top of the binder 
40, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The roller 26 
spins the binder 41] through the groove 55 in the 
pilot bar 53, thereby causing the said binder 49 
to twist its way between the comb members 36, 52, 
and consequently through the holes 41 of the 
book 42. 
When all of the binder 40 has left the pilot bar 

53, the book will be bound, as shown in Figure 10. 
The treadle is then released. This operation re 
moves the roller 26 from its position above the 
pilot bar 53, while at the same time allowing the 
coil spring 64 to expand, loosening the hold of 
the clamping device l5. The bound book can 
thus drop into a chute or receptacle (not shown). 
As the treadle is brought back into the original 
position by the springs 66, the hook bar 24 ro 
tates until the upper arm 58 of the stop 56 strikes 
the extended end of the pivot bar [9. The ma 
chine is then back in its original position, with 
the hooks projecting through the teeth of the 
?xed comb member 36 ready to have another. 
book placed thereon. 

It is clear that the size of the bindings may be 
varied by changing the size of the pilot bar. 
The retractable hooks 3|, 32 not only serve to 

engage the book to be bound, but act to orient the 
perforations therein, so that they offer a mini 
mum of resistance to the helical passage of the 
binder therethrough. The removal of the hooks 
3|, 32 during the actual binding operation also 
provides the maximum space for the passage of 
the binder 40 through the holes 4|. 
Having thus fully described the invention, 

what is claimed as new and desired to be secured 
by Letters Patent of the United states, is: 
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1. A machine for spirally binding a sheaf of 

papers into a book comprising, a base, an in 
clined work table on the said base, a lower clamp 
jaw carried upon the work table, an upper clamp 
jaw secured to an arm swingably mounted upon 
the base so as to permit the jaws to be brought 
together to hold the sheaf of papers, said sheaf 
having a series of perforations therein along the 
edges to be bound, a comb member upon the edge 
of each jaw adapted to support the sheaf adja 
cent the perforations, a plate carried on the out 
side of each comb member and parallel therewith 
to con?ne the travel of the binding material, 
hooks swingably carried by the base intermediate 
the comb teeth of the lower clamp jaw and pro 
jecting above the surface of the work table, said 
hooks being retractable so as to remove them 
from the jaws after the sheaf has been grasped 
by the jaws, said hooks having a curvature and 
inclination suitable for alinging the perforations 
in the sheaf to correspond with the path of a 
spirally shaped binding material and means mov 
ably mounted upon the base adjacent the lower 
clamp jaw to drive a binding material through 
the aligned perforations in the sheaf. 

2. A machine for spirally binding a sheaf of 
papers into a book comprising, a base, an inclined 
work table on the said base, a lower clamp jaw 
carried upon the work table, an upper clamp jaw 
secured to an arm swingably mounted upon the 
base so as to permit the jaws to be brought to 
gether to hold the sheaf of papers, said sheaf 
having a series of perforations therein along the 
edges to be bound, a comb member upon the edge 
of each jaw vadapted to support the sheaf adja 
cent the perforations, a plate on the outside of 
each comb member and parallel therewith, hooks 
swingably carried by the base intermediate the 
comb teeth of the lower clamp jaw and projecting 
above the surface of the work table, said hooks 
being retractable so as to remove them from the 
jaws after the sheaf has been grasped by the 
jaws, said hooks having a curvature and inclina 
tion suitable for aligning the perforations in the 
sheaf to correspond with the path of a spirally 
shaped binding material and means including a 
helically grooved pilot bar and a driven roller 
movably mounted upon the base adjacent the 
lower clamp jaw to drive a binding material 
through the aligned perforations in the sheaf. 

SIDNEY PENNER. 
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